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Individuals who abused alcohol at an early age show decisionmaking impairments. However, the question of whether maladaptive choice constitutes a predisposing factor to, or a consequence
resulting from, alcohol exposure remains open. To examine
whether a causal link exists between voluntary alcohol consumption during adolescence and adult decision making the present
studies used a rodent model. High levels of voluntary alcohol
intake were promoted by providing adolescent rats with access to
alcohol in a palatable gel matrix under nondeprivation conditions.
A probability-discounting instrumental response task offered a
choice between large but uncertain rewards and small but certain
rewards to assess risk-based choice in adulthood either 3 weeks or
3 months following alcohol exposure. While control animals’
performance on this task closely conformed to a predictive model
of risk-neutral value matching, rats that consumed high levels of
alcohol during adolescence violated this model, demonstrating
greater risk preference. Evidence of significant risk bias was still
present when choice was assessed 3 months following discontinuation of alcohol access. These findings provide evidence that
adolescent alcohol exposure may lead to altered decision making
during adulthood and this model offers a promising approach to
the investigation of the neurobiological underpinnings of this link.
adolescence 兩 probability discounting
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dolescent alcohol use is a serious public health problem and
is associated with an increased risk for development of
chronic alcohol use disorders in adulthood (1). Furthermore, an
association between a history of alcohol abuse and deficits in
decision making has been documented (2–5). However, the
question of whether maladaptive choices constitute a predisposing factor to, or a consequence resulting from, alcohol use
remains open. Animal models allow for direct testing of causality
and for examination of potential neural substrates underlying an
association between alcohol use and risky decision making.
Developing rodent models of alcohol abuse has been challenged by the fact that most rat strains do not freely consume
significant amounts of ethanol in solution. A method for overcoming the reluctance of nondeprived rats to drink high levels of
ethanol in solution was developed by Rowland et al. (6). It
utilizes a palatable gel matrix containing ethanol and when made
available to rats it stimulates robust and reliable selfadministration, without the need for fluid or food deprivation or
any training period. Intake of these alcohol ‘‘Jello Shots’’
resulted in significant elevations of blood alcohol concentrations
(6) in the range of 5 to 45 mg % with a linear relationship to
amount consumed (r ⫽ 0.94). Furthermore, alterations in brain
chemistry in association with this administration protocol have
also been documented (7–8). Since this delivery method does not
require training to promote intake, it is particularly appropriate
for developmental studies, such as those focused on adolescence,
since, in rodents, this period is relatively brief.
Adolescence is a critical period of cortical development that
may be disrupted by alcohol use (9). Both limbic and cortical
structures, known to be affected by chronic ethanol exposure,
undergo active development during the adolescent period (10–
13). In addition, adolescent rats consume more alcohol than
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adults under a variety of conditions, further increasing their
vulnerability to adverse consequences (14–15). Chronic, highdose administration of alcohol during adolescence, but not
adulthood, resulted in spatial learning impairments (16) and
more evidence of brain damage (17). These data, together with
the correlation between early alcohol abuse and later decisionmaking deficits (18–19) suggest lasting cognitive and behavioral
disruptions due to early-life alcohol consumption.
Theories of decision making suggest that individuals analyze
potential benefits and costs to guide their actions (20–22). When
making decisions with uncertain outcomes, the expected value of
an action is represented as the product of the value of an
outcome with its relative probability of occurrence. Thus, ‘‘probability discounting’’ represents the extent to which an individual
discounts the value of uncertain outcomes as a function of a
decreasing probability of receiving them (23) and an individual
choosing large but improbable options is said to be risk prone
while an individual preferring small, certain ones is termed risk
averse (24–25).
In human subjects, early-age binge drinkers (5, 18–19) demonstrated decision-making impairments when exposed to early
wins from a large but risky reward option in gambling tasks. It
was concluded that these individuals were impaired in their
ability to adjust their choice when the decreasing probability of
reinforcement for that option rendered it suboptimal. That is,
those individuals exhibited risk prone decision making by continuing to pass up a smaller but more certain outcome to chase
a larger, but now quite rare, reward. Although intriguing, these
findings fall short of supporting a causal link between alcohol use
and impairments in choice behavior. Balci et al. (26) recently
compared humans and rodents on a complex decision-making
task and found remarkable similarities in their performance.
This suggests that mechanisms of risk assessment are conserved
across mammalian species and that rodents may provide an
excellent model for addressing causality and underlying mechanisms. Thus, the present studies used a rat model to test the
hypothesis that high alcohol intake during adolescence would
impair decision making under conditions of decreasing expected
value using a probability-discounting instrumental response
task. Specifically, we hypothesized that a history of adolescent
alcohol use would lead to increased risk preference and suboptimal choice when animals were tested during adulthood. The
present experiments demonstrate adolescent alcohol use resulting in increased risky decision making.
Results
Alcohol Gelatin and Adolescent Intake over 20 Days of Continuous
Access. Adolescent rats (PND 30–49) were provided with con-
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proximately doubled their intake of ethanol when it was presented in a 10% EtOH gel matrix as opposed to solution and
previous data from our lab confirm that adult rats consumed
approximately 6 g/kg/day of alcohol when presented in a gel, a
level of intake comparable to that seen in adult rats selectively
bred for alcohol preference (27). In the present study, adolescent
alcohol intake averaged 11.4 g/kg/day with a range of 6.4–17.9
g/kg/day (Fig. 1). There were no significant differences in body
weight between alcohol-exposed (142.3 ⫾ 22.3 g) and control
animals (148.2 ⫾ 26.2 g) over the 20 days [t (20) ⫽ 5.69,
P ⫽ 0.576].
Probability Discounting in Adulthood 3 Weeks Following Gelatin
Access. At PND 50 the alcohol gel was removed and 3 weeks

elapsed before training on an instrumental choice task. At this
time rats were food restricted to maintain them at approximately
90% of their free-feeding weight. There were no differences in
body weight between alcohol-exposed (303.3 ⫾ 34.0 g) and
control animals (310.4 ⫾ 43.4 g) [t (20) ⫽ 0.43, P ⫽ 0.67] at the
time training began.
The probability-discounting operant task was designed to
assess the influence of uncertainty on choice behavior. Animals

A

B

Fig. 2. Experiment 1 - Probability Discounting for Treatment and Control Animals Plotted with the Predictions of a Value Matching Model. (A) Percent choice
of the uncertain lever as a function of the probability of reward delivery. Animals with a history of alcohol exposure exhibited a shifted discounting curve
demonstrating a preference for the larger but uncertain option when compared to controls {P ⬍ 0.05; n ⫽ 11/group}. (B) Percent choice of the large, uncertain
lever averaged across the three uncertain conditions (75%, 50%, and 25% probability of reinforcement). Dotted line denotes the risk neutral choice predictions
following a model of value matching: PA ⫽ VA/(VA ⫹ VB) where VX ⫽ MagnitudeX * ProbabilityX. Alcohol exposed animals showed an averaged preference for
risk when compared to controls (*, P ⬍ 0.05; n ⫽ 11/group) and to the predictions of our risk-neutral model (#, P ⬍ 0.05; n ⫽ 11). Comparisons were made via
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (A) and t-tests (B). Data are represented as means ⫾ SEM.
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Fig. 1. Adolescent Alcohol Intake. Average daily alcohol intake for adolescent rats (n ⫽ 11) in both experiments over 20 days of exposure. Intake (g/kg)
was calculated daily using absolute gelatin intake and daily weights for each
animal. Average alcohol intake was 11.39 g/kg/day. The absolute range of
daily intake (6.4 –17.9 g/kg) for any individual animal throughout the exposure period is represented by the dotted lines. Intake is at asymptote during
the first 48 h of alcohol exposure. Data are represented as means ⫾ SEM.

began training on an instrumental task involving the presentation of two levers, one associated with the certain delivery of two
sucrose pellets and the other associated with four pellets delivered probabilistically. Each daily 45-min session consisted of 24
forced trials, where only one of the levers was extended per trial,
followed by 24 choice trials. The forced trials serve to expose the
animal to multiple experiences with each lever and its associated
expected value for that day while the choice trials assessed
animal’s preference. Probability of reinforcement for the large
reward lever was kept static during a daily session and only
reduced across sessions.
Repeated measures analysis of variance for choice of the
larger but uncertain reward option over all conditions generated
standard probability discounting curves with decreasing probability of large reward delivery leading to increases in choice of the
certain but small reward option for each group [F (2, 40) ⫽ 10.80,
P ⬍ 0.001] (Fig. 2A). However, the two groups differed significantly in their probability discounting curves [F (1, 20) ⫽ 6.12,
P ⬍ 0.05] with animals with a history of alcohol exposure
exhibiting a flatter discounting curve and consistently preferring
the larger but uncertain option (Fig. 2 A).
Fig. 2 A plots the performance of both groups with the
prediction of the risk-neutral value-matching model (see Materials and Methods). For all conditions, the choice behavior of
control animals does not deviate from the predictions of the
model [75%: t (10) ⫽ 6.37, P ⫽ 0.54; 50%: t (10) ⫽ 0.23, P ⫽ 0.83;
25%: t (10) ⫽ 1.47, P ⫽ 0.17], suggesting relative risk-neutrality.
In contrast, the preference of alcohol-exposed animals for the
large, uncertain lever was significantly greater than the prediction of the risk-neutral model [75%: t (10) ⫽ 7.64, P ⬍ 0.001;
50%: t (10) ⫽ 3.55, P ⬍ 0.01; 25%: t (10) ⫽ 6.04, P ⬍ 0.001],
demonstrating a bias toward the risky option (Fig. 2 A).
Of interest is the choice of the uncertain lever when reward is
unlikely. Under the 25% large reward probability condition
(expected value of one pellet per response on the large, uncertain lever), the small certain option clearly offers greater average
reward (2 pellets vs. 1 pellet average). Unlike controls, alcoholpreexposed rats demonstrated a greater preference for the
uncertain option and differed significantly from controls [t
(20) ⫽ 2.14, P ⬍ 0.05]. Their choices represented deviation from
optimum and yielded them fewer pellets than controls (30.1 ⫾
3.7 vs. 42.5 ⫾ 2.1 pellets); [t (20) ⫽ 2.56, P ⬍ 0.01].
Combining performance under all three test conditions (75%,
50%, and 25%) (Fig. 2B) again demonstrates an overall preference
for the risky lever in alcohol-exposed animals and a significant
difference between them and controls [t (20) ⫽ 2.46, P ⬍ 0.05].

Fig. 3. Experiment 2 - Probability Discounting for Alcohol and Control
Animals Plotted with the Predictions of a Value Matching Model. (A) Percent
choice of the uncertain lever for alcohol (n ⫽ 8) and control (n ⫽ 9) animals as
a function of the probability of reward delivery. Animals with a history of
alcohol exposure exhibited a shifted discounting curve demonstrating a preference for the larger but uncertain option when compared to controls (P ⬍
0.05; n ⫽ 8 –9/group). Comparison made via analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Data are represented as means ⫾ SEM.

Probability Discounting in Adulthood 3 Months Following Gelatin
Access. To assess the persistence of risk prone behavior in rats

with a history of high levels of alcohol intake in adolescence, a
separate group of animals was tested on the same task 3 months
after discontinuation of gel access. Results were strikingly
similar to the previous experiment. Alcohol-exposed animals
consumed a similar daily average (10.62 ⫾ 2.67 g/kg) of alcohol.
Furthermore, alcohol-exposed and control groups differed significantly in their rate of probability discounting [F (1, 16) ⫽
5.29, P ⬍ 0.05] with alcohol preexposed animals exhibiting a
flatter discounting curve (Fig. 3). Confirming and extending the
findings of the first experiment, control animals matched the
model’s prediction [t (9) ⫽ 0.35, P ⫽ 0.73], while the averaged
choice of the risky option for alcohol-exposed animals was
significantly greater than the model’s prediction [t (8) ⫽ 2.79,
P ⬍ 0.05]. Once again, alcohol-exposed animals acquired fewer
pellets than controls [t (16) ⫽ 2.14, P ⬍ 0.05] when probability
of the large reward lever dropped to 25%. Thus, significant risk
bias was evident in alcohol-exposed rats even 3 months after
adolescent alcohol exposure. Additionally, there appears to be
no indication that the magnitude of effect in the two studies
(Figs. 2–3) is different, suggesting that the influence of adolescent exposure to alcohol on decision making does not diminish
over time.
Discussion
Providing alcohol in a palatable gelatin matrix promoted high
alcohol intake, which began within the first 24 h of access. The
average intake of alcohol in the gel exceeded intake previously
reported for selectively bred alcohol-preferring rats who have
been shown to average 5–9 g/kg/day when given access to a single
concentration of ethanol in a palatable solution during adolescence (27–29). The alcohol gelatin promotes substantial voluntary alcohol consumption in standard outbred rodents without
the need for deprivation. This is seen in adult rats (6) and
adolescents (present studies) with adolescents consuming substantially more than adults on a g/kg body weight basis. Despite
high voluntary intake for nearly 3 weeks, discontinuation of
alcohol access did not appear to trigger outward signs of
withdrawal.
Choice behavior of alcohol-exposed and control rats was
assessed as the probability of reinforcement for a large reward
option in an instrumental paradigm was systematically de17602 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0906629106

creased. This procedure was modeled after studies from the
human literature using the Iowa Gambling Task and a systematic
reduction in pay-off from a high-reward deck of cards (5).
Alcohol use during adolescence led to stable changes in decision
making, as reflected in altered probability discounting. These
changes were of long duration and were characterized by impairments in decision making and suboptimal choice under
conditions of risk. Under all conditions tested the performance
of control animals conformed very well to a predictive model of
risk neutrality. In contrast, animals exposed to alcohol during
adolescence consistently violated this model, statistically preferring the risky option in all conditions.
It is possible that the increases in risk preference observed
reflect an increased vulnerability of alcohol-exposed animals to
perseveration. The inability or reluctance to adjust behavior in
response to changes in associated expected value could represent
a means by which alcohol negatively influences choice behavior.
That is, the balance between exploration and exploitation strategies used by alcohol-exposed animals may diverge from controls in that experiencing a high probability of large reward
delivery early in training leads to a failure to readjust and align
subsequent behavior to a situation. In fact, this idea parallels the
findings in the human literature and suggests that under some
conditions alcohol use has long-term consequences on choice
behavior.
The maladaptive bias toward large but unlikely rewards displayed by rats exposed to alcohol during adolescence could
suggest that they overweigh the value of a large reward and/or
fail to discount that value based on its diminishing probability.
A uniform increase in reward signaling as a result of adolescent
alcohol exposure would increase the value of the smaller (twopellet) as well as the larger (four-pellet) reward and this alteration alone could not account for the bias toward the large
reward lever. However, if reward signaling, which is known to
increase with reward magnitude, grows disproportionately in
alcohol exposed animals, then the value of four, relative to two
pellets should be considerably greater for them than for controls.
The work presented here provides a model for investigating
the neurobiological underpinnings of the link between adolescent ethanol exposure and adult decision making.
The maladaptive bias toward large but unlikely rewards,
displayed by rats exposed to alcohol during adolescence, suggests
that they overweigh the value of a large reward and/or fail to
discount that value based on its diminishing probability. Future
studies using this model may clarify the link between risky
decisions and a history of alcohol use in adolescence by identifying underlying neural alterations. Determining how adolescent
alcohol exposure affects reward signaling to unexpected rewards
of varied magnitude, and value computations during probability
discounting may increase our understanding the processing of
normal and abnormal decisions. Ultimately, such work has the
potential to address central challenges relevant to public health
and provide insight into the design of behavioral and pharmacological clinical interventions.
Materials and Methods
Animals/Age/Housing. Male Sprague–Dawley rats aged PND 27 at the start of
each experiment, were housed individually in polycarbonate tubs on a 12-h
light-dark schedule. Teklad rodent chow and water were available ad libidum
except as noted. Animals were weighed and handled daily. All experimental
procedures were in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the University of Washington.
Alcohol Preparation, Administration, and Withdrawal. The alcohol gelatin
consisted of distilled water, Knox© gelatin, Polycose (10%), and EtOH (10%).
This gelatin was made available 24 h/day for 20 days in addition to standard
chow and water. To prepare the gel, water was boiled and gelatin powder
(Knox; 3 g/100 mL) added. Next, Polycose (10% by weight) was added and the
solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. For alcohol gelatin,
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Instrumental Training. Rats weighed approximately 300 g at the start of
instrumental training and were food restricted to maintain them at approximately 90% of their free-feeding weight. Free-feeding weight was based on
prerestriction weights and was increased by 1.5% per week. A week before
testing, sucrose pellets were sprinkled in the home cages to remove any effect
of neophobia when rats first encounter the pellets during training. Once body
weights were stable, both groups were trained on an instrumental FR1
schedule for single 45 mg sucrose pellets (Bio Serve) on two separate levers to
a criterion of 50 responses in a 30-min session. After acquisition of lever press
responding training on the choice task began. Alcohol-exposed rats acquired
the instrumental task as quickly (or more quickly) than controls suggesting
that general learning impairments are unlikely to explain the decision-making
impairments they display in the discounting task.
Probability-Discounting Task. Animals were tested on a concurrent instrumental response task involving the presentation of two levers, one associated with
the certain delivery (100%) of two sucrose pellets and the other associated
with the probabilistic delivery (either 75%, 50%, or 25%) of four pellets. Each
daily 45-min session consisted of 24 forced choice trials followed by 24 free
choice trials. At the start of each session the chamber was in the intertrial
interval state, completely dark with no light cues. All trials began with
illumination of the house light and a light in the food tray cueing the animal
to make a nose-poke into the food tray within 10 s. This ensured that the
subject was centered in the chamber at the start of each trial, minimizing
position bias. Failure to make a nose-poke response resulted in termination of
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the trial and the chamber returned to the intertrial interval state. During
training animals were exposed to forced choices wherein a successful nosepoke led to the extension of a single lever presented pseudorandomly. A
response was required within 10 s or the trial was terminated and the chamber
returned to the intertrial interval. A successful response resulted in the illumination of the tray light and the delivery of reward based on the associated
probability followed by an intertrial interval of 45 s. Forced choice sessions
consisted of 24 trials. These trials served to expose the animal to each option
and its associated expected value. During each session, forced choice trials
were followed by free choice trials with the same probability in effect for the
uncertain lever. Free choice trials followed the guidelines described above but
each successful nose-poke resulted in the extension of both levers and the animal
was free to choose between the two levers within 10 s. Thus, this session offered
the animal a choice between the two levers to assess the animal’s preference
between options. Similar to recent choice paradigms, probabilities were kept
static within a session and only altered between sessions (30). Lever choice was
recorded and analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA.
Modeling Risk Neutral Response Allocation. Although optimal (risk neutral)
behavior suggests that an individual should consistently choose the option with
the higher expected value, iterative decision making under a variety of conditions
is typically much more variable. Assessing behavior in reference to optimality may
therefore lead to inaccurate conclusions concerning risk preference or aversion.
To account for this variance while modeling risk-neutral behavior we used a
variation of the Matching Law, an equation originally formulated to account for
the response allocation of animals under concurrent free operant conditions (31),
which has been extended to a variety of paradigms and species (32–36). Matching
Law posits that under free operant conditions a subject allocates responses in a
proportion that matches the relative reinforcement of the available options.
Using a derivative of this mathematical framework to account for iterative
choices with probabilistic rates of reinforcement, we used the current value
matching equation to model risk-neutrality:

PA ⫽ V A/共 V A ⫹ V B兲
where

Vx ⫽ Magnitudex ⴱ Probabilityx
In the equation above, PA, assuming multiple trials, is the average choice of
option A while VA is the expected value associated with option A and VB is the
expected value associated with option B. Thus, the equation states that the
average choice of option A is equal to the expected value of A (VA) divided by
the cumulative expected value of all options (VA ⫹ VB). This equation attempts
to model the notion that, assuming risk-neutrality, choices averaged over
trials will be directly proportional to the expected value of the available
options. We used this equation as a model of risk-neutral choice for each
probability condition of the discounting task (75%, 50%, and 25%) as well as
for the average of all conditions on the probability-discounting task.
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